ACROSS
1. Predatory social wasps
9. Right this minute
10. Home of some Real Housewives
12. Slithery swimmer
14. Video game icons
17. Late
19. Imaginary bovine
25. Skedaddle
29. Toyota model
31. _______ Paulo
32. Snoopy’s best friend?
35. That woman
36. Grimm girl
8. Dir. opposite of NE
11. See 3 Down
13. Caustic cleaner
15. Swiss peak
16. Agent, for short
18. Hubub
20. E.T. transport
21. Self-conceit
22. Actor Wheaton
23. Road curve
24. Gave heads-up
26. Secret supply
27. Expressed awe
28. Steve Irwin’s widow
29. Thick, spicy soup
30. Belonging to us
33. Hanks blockbuster
34. Palindromic Yoko
35. Grad-to-be (abbr.)

DOWN
1. Assistant
2. Meadow
3. Web address ending
4. Lifting aids in trunks
5. Dracula, for one
6. Long key right of center
7. Played (with)